ABSTRACT. The Whitney numbers of a finite geometric lattice L oí rank r are the numbers W, of elements of rank k and the coefficients if. of the characteristic polynomial of L, for 0 s k £ r. We establish the following lower bounds for the W, and the absolute values w, = (-1) w, and describe the lattices for which equality holds (nontrivially) in each case:
T. A. DOWLING AND R. M. WILSON
The integers w, = 2 //(O, x), the sum over all x of rank k in a geometric lattice L with Mó'bius function p., are its Whitney numbers of the first kind. These are the coefficients in the characteristic (or chromatic) polynomial of L, of importance in the critical problem [4] . A well-known conjecture in graph theory asserts that the alternating sequence {w. } is unimodal in absolute value for graphic geometries, and empirical evidence suggests this may hold in general. An inequality for w = p(0, 1) in terms of the point-set-partition induced by a maximal chain in L appears in [7] . We establish here (Theorem 2) a lower bound on (-1) wk in terms of k, r, and n, and show that equality holds when k > 2 only for the direct product of a line and a free geometry.
Our results are stated in §3 following a brief section ( §2) on preliminaries.
In §4 we verify that equality holds in Theorems 1 and 2 for the lattices described.
The proofs of these theorems appear in §5 and §6, respectively.
Preliminaries.
Definitions and results required in the sequel ate summarized in this section. A detailed treatment of geometric lattices may be found in [2] or [4] . A finite lattice L is geometric when y covers x is equivalent to y = x V p fot some point p £ x. Equivalently, the elements covering an element x < 1 partition the set of points £ x. The Jordan-Dedekind chain condition holds in a geometric lattice, and its rank function satisfies the semimodular inequality pix V y) + pix A y) < pix) + piy). L is modular if equality holds for all x, y. If L is geometric of rank r, elements of rank 1, 2, 3, r-1 are points, lines, planes, copoints, respectively. Every interval of a geometric lattice is geometric, and direct products of (modular) geometric lattices are (modular) geometric lattices.
Geometric lattices are the order-theoretic counterparts of combinatorial geometries [4] , or matroids, the elements of the lattice representing the closed subsets of points of the geometry, ordered by inclusion. We shall employ geometrical language where convenient in arguments below.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Greene [6] proved the inequality
Greene showed further that equality holds in (3.2) for some k, 2 < k < r-1, iff k * r-1 and L is modular. If 1 < A < r-1, (3.2) follows immediately from
on application of (3.3) to the truncation of L to rank k + 1. Inequality (3.2) is strengthened substantially when 2 < fc < r-2 by Theorem 1. Let L be a finite geometric lattice of rank r with n points.
Then ■*fcíM¡> (3.4) Wk>\ I, 0 < * < t.
When r>4, equality holds in (3.4) for some k, 2 < k < r -2, iff L is (isomorphic to) the direct product of a modular plane and a free geometry.
By Greene's result, the latter conclusion is valid also when equality holds in (3.4) for k = 2, r = 3, in which case the free geometry is trivial (rank zero).
The extremal lattices may be described in greater detail. A modular plane is either projective, or if not connected, the direct product of a line and a one-point free geometry. Denote by P., Q., P. a /-point free geometry, line, and (arbitrary)
projective plane, respectively, and let
Then the conclusion when equality holds in (3.4) may be stated:
L3iQ(n-r+2, r -2) or L S P(n -r + 3, r -3).
The Whitney numbers of the first kind are the integers Equality holds in (3.9) for some k, 2 < k < r, iff L is isomorphic to the direct product of a line and a free geometry.
Thus L S Q(n -r + 2, r -2) when equality holds. 4 . The extremal lattices.
In this section we verify that equality holds in (3.4) for Q(« -r + 2, r -2) and P(n-r+ 3, r-3) and in (3-9)for Q (n-r+ 2, r-2).
In the proof of Theorem 2 ( §6), we shall require the fact that (3.9) is a strict inequality when k > 2 for P(n -r + 3, r -3), a result most conveniently established at this point. The polynomials $A), j^A) are well known for a free geometry, line, and projective plane, and are given below in Table 1 . Since the existence of P. Table 1 From (4.3) and Table 1 we obtain the <£(A)-coefficient of Ar~* for Qin-r+2, r-2), P(n-r+3,r-3), respectively, as <«> (' *5) * (i -')" -' *3)+(i -2)" -* *5>+(1 -,)■ Using Pascal's identity, both (4.4) and (4.5) reduce to the right-hand side of (3.4). From (4.4) and Table 1 we obtain the )<KA)-coefficient of (-1) Ar~ for Q(n -t + 2, r -2) as <,« (;')♦(.-,♦.<;;2><.-^«(;;22).
which simplifies to the right-hand side of (3.9), and for P(n -f + 3, f-3) as We shall require the following lemma. A proof is given in our related paper [5, Corollary to Theorem 4]. 
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The proof of (3.4) will be by induction on the sum r+k. When r + k < 5, the only nontrivial case is r= 3, k = 2, where (3.4) follows from (5.2) (or from (3.3)).
As the inductive hypothesis we assume that if L is a geometric lattice of rank r with 72' points, then (3.4) holds for all k' such that r + k' < r+ k, where r + k > 6. By (3.3) we may assume 2 < k < r -2, so r > 4. sume that if L' is a geometric lattice of rank r with « points, and equality holds in (3.4) for some *', 2 < k' < r' -2, then L' Si Q(n' -r' + 2, r' -2) or L' S Q(ti' -r' + 2, r' -3), whenever r' + k' < r+ k. The initial case is r + k = 6, when r = 4, A = 2. As the proof for this case is similar to the inductive step, it will be convenient to postpone it. Thus we assume r + k > 7, so r > 5.
Then at least one of the pairs (r\ k') = (r-1, k -l), (r-1, k) satisfies 2 < k' < r' -2, so by the inductive hypothesis, for every point p oí L, either
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We consider now inequality (3.9), arguing by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial, and by (6.2) we may assume k < r, so let 2 < k < r -1 and suppose (3.9) holds for all k' < k. To complete the proof of Theorem 2, assume equality holds in (3-9) for some k, 2 < k < r. If k = r, the result follows from Proposition 1, so suppose 2 < k < r -1. The proof is by induction on r. Consider first the case r = 3, A = 2. From (6.8), equality in (3.9) implies IV, = n, so L is a modular plane, and therefore L Si Q(n -1, 1) or L Si P(n, 0). But the latter is impossible ( §4), hence L Si Q(« -1, 1).
Assume inductively that the result holds for r' < r, where r>4. Then equality in (3.9) implies equality in (6.8), so W,, W, _, attain the lower bound in (3.4) . At least one of ¿fe -1, k satisfy 2 < k' < r-2, so by Theorem 1, either L SiQ(n-r+2, r-2) or L Si P(n -r + 3, r -3). But k > 2, so again the latter is impossible, and the proof is complete.
